
TIPS FROM SUCCESSFUL JOLIE CHAT 
HOSTESSES 

1. Always try to look and act your best, as your appearance and unique personality will determine your success. 
2. Upload minimum 5 of your most recent photos that you believe you look the best. 
3. Write a short paragraph about yourself on your profile as well as answering the personal info questions. 
4. Wear sexy and fun outfits and high heels, whenever possible. Have your fingernails and toenails painted, and some makeup 

never hurts. Your hair should be nicely styled as if you are going out on a hot date. 
5. Always have plenty of light on you for the webcam or your smart phone to show clear video. 
6. Try to take quick notes after each conversation-Video chat, so you remember each customer next time they call you or you call 

them. If you don't remember them, and they act like you should, always pretend that you do, as no one wants to feel forgotten. 
7. Always address customers by their screen nicknames as often as possible, especially when you ask them questions 
8. Laugh often and always smile, as the way you carry yourself can be more important then the way you look. 
9. Always find a way to say yes to simple requests, be fun, flirty and creative when you are teasing the customers. 

10. You're a star, so post unlocked stories as well as locked stories as much as possible with winking, blowing kisses, and providing 
brief individual attention is the key to getting more paid video calls. 

11. As you post unlocked stories more people, especially free chatters, will watch your story and you will become more popular; 
attracting paying customers that will want to start paid video chats. 

12. Stay online as much as possible to increase your income through video calls. 
13. Remember, a chat host job is like most other jobs, as you have to commit to it, and put in the long hours it takes to make the 

most money, and build a stable client base which will keep coming back for more again and again! 


